LISTENING POST
24/7 INTELLIGENCE MONITORING & ANALYSIS

Gerard Group offers a program of 24/7 intel monitoring in our newest program,
Listening Post. The program was designed to address the high threat level that
exists today against corporate executives, IT systems, IP and proprietary products,
facilities, and personnel. We believe that the current threat environment should be
taken very seriously.

x Hostile chatter is increasing, and the potential for terrorist attack is becoming
alarmingly real.

x As the economy continues to suffer and the levels of despair and desperation
increase, acts of random violence have already begun appearing around the
country at a disquieting rate.
The need to address both threats is clearly urgent.
Listening Post provides ongoing intel gathering on specific subjects. Through this
program, we will be able to provide you with breaking intelligence and analysis
relative to a specific threat quickly and accurately. This will give your company an
advantage in preempting potential attacks against vulnerable areas in both
infrastructure and operations.

Deliverables Gerard Group will provide your BI team with a continuous flow of
intelligence reporting on one or more topics of your choosing (topics should be
fairly broad to give you the best results). We will assign a full research/analysis
group to allocate a portion of its daily efforts to provide your team with up‐to‐date
reporting on each subject, with reports filed on a schedule that is most convenient
for you (i.e. daily, weekly, etc.).
The reports will contain both raw data and analysis of the relevant issues. Where
the urgency of acquired intelligence requires immediate response, reports will be
flagged and sent at highest priority in real time.

Timetable Gerard Group can stand up this program for you very quickly, so that
you can begin to benefit from the input as soon as possible.
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